
Uptime. All the time.

ICONICS, Inc.

ICONICS manufacturing operations

automation and business visualization

solutions improve productivity, reduce

integration time and operating costs, and

optimize asset utilization for companies

across multiple industries.

In real-time environments, these applica-

tions offer significant payback – but they

also introduce the risk of unplanned

downtime. IT infrastructure failures can

result in diminished production, data loss,

regulatory non-compliance – even the

creation of hazardous conditions. 

That’s why ICONICS, a Stratus partner

for more than six years, leverages the

near 100% continuous uptime and

operational simplicity of the Stratus

ftServer platform. 

Stratus® fault-tolerant ftServer® systems

are a certified platform for ICONICS

solutions. The ftServer platform is field-

proven in the world’s toughest computing

 environments to deliver uptime that

exceeds 99.999% – for both the server

and operating system. For ICONICS

 customers, that translates to less than

32 seconds of downtime a year. 

Case Study – ICONICS and
Stratus monitor the world's
longest oil pipeline
The only thing worse than having crude

oil spewing from a cracked pipeline in

some remote frozen plain, is not knowing

there’s a disaster in the making. 

One ICONICS customer, a large,

state-owned Russian oil transportation

company, uses leak detection, seismic

control, and other data acquisition and

control systems to monitor the condition

of its 30,000 miles of pipeline. These

mission-critical applications provide data

in near real time to help ensure that oil

produced in Russia successfully reaches

its planned destination. 

To ensure these applications are online all

the time, the oil transportation company

selected Stratus ftServer systems. More

than 52 systems will be in production in

the company’s pumping stations when

the rollout is completed.

Prosoft (ICONICS distributor) delivered

the ICONICS GENESIS32™ software and

STR (Stratus’ premier Russian distributor)

delivered the IT infrastructure that have

made this project a success.

ICONICS solutions 
meet automation 
challenges across 
multiple industries:

• Automotive

• Building Automation

• Food and Beverage

• Government Infrastructure

• Manufacturing

• Petrochemical

• Pharmaceutical

• Renewable Energy

• Utilities

• Water/Wastewater

• and more…

Typical manufacturing
applications that 
benefit from Stratus
fault-tolerant servers: 

• Historian

• SCADA

• MES

• OPC Server

Stratus provides
uptime assurance
and operational
simplicity for
ICONICS solutions

P A R T N E R  S O L U T I O N S



Uptime Assurance
• Full redundancy

• Lockstep technology

• Uptime. All the Time. (99.999%+)

• Zero failover time

• Zero data loss (in-memory
 transactions preserved)

• Lowest total cost of
 ownership (TCO)

Operational Simplicity
• Single software image 

• No scripts to write or maintain

• Fault-detection, isolation, and
 call-home part ordering

Plug-and-play
component replacement!
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Virtualization Layer

Consider all factors in your TCO:

• Initial hardware, software, and
 installation costs

• Recurring costs for administration
 and support

• Cost of downtime and repair

Reduce TCO up to 56% with: 

• 24/7 uptime greater than 99.999%

• Plug-and-play operational simplicity

• Remote management and support
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“ Stratus ftServer
 platforms provide both
operational simplicity
and a high level of
uptime to our most
demanding customers
around the world that
require a hardware-
based, continuous
 availability solution.
ICONICS has
tested the Stratus
ftServer platforms with
GENESIS32, GENESIS64,™

and BizViz.™”

Dave Oravetz
Vice President, Engineering
ICONICS, Inc.

Stratus ftServer Systems: No downtime. No failover. No fear.
A fault-tolerant server solution that gives you total uptime assurance.

Ready for Virtualization 
The fault-tolerant Stratus ftServer family guarantees industry-leading uptime and
plug-and-play simplicity for Microsoft® Hyper-V® and VMware® vSphere™ operating
environments.

Consolidate three servers to a single Stratus ftServer system:

www.iconics.com


